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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper 1s to sur

vey the atmospheric modeling capabilities 
of the National Laboratories pertinent to 
the key present-day environmental ques
tions. Dr. W. Johnson has, 1n the compan
ion paper, highlighted the EPA needs for 
atmospheric modeling as (a) providing a 
scientific basis for the Improvement of 
ambient air quality, and (b) the operation
al use of regional air pollution models 
for the design and Implementation of 
measures of control during air pollution 
episodes. The spatial scales of Interest 
to EPA are stated to be the urban scale 
(1 to 25 km) and the local scale (10 to 
1000 meters). The models reviewed by Dr. 
Johnson are air quality models presently 
being developed to calculate the transport 
and diffusion of passive and reactive 
pollutants assuming the required meteoro
logical fields of horizontal wind, height 
of the mixed layer, horizontal and verti
cal eddy diffusivities are known or pre
dicted on an appropriate scale. Simula
tion models designed for land use plan 
assessment or emission zoning considera
tions can, of course, be run from histori
cal information on a regional scale, or 
from Information from neighboring airport 
weather stations, whereas the operational 
use of air pollutant models In a truly prcdlctlvt strut (sty of tomorrow's 
regional air quality) requires mesoscale 
meteorological predictive capability, or 
boundary layer predictive capability over 
mixed rural, suburban, and urban areas. 

Numerical simulation models of the 
atmospheric boundary layer have been 
operational for about two years, but have 
not as yet been adapted to give specific 
predictions for suburban or urban areas 
that reflect urban heat Island or altered 
roughness. In part the lack of development 
of such models 1s due to tht absence of 
organized measurements of the complete 
urban regional meteorological networks. 

An adequate-data base is needed for the 
development of coupled hydrodynamics!-
reactlve pollutant models with predicted 
meteorology and the subsequent model ver
ification and application. 

When one looks at air pollution 
modeling and Its development, one does not 
see the same flow of logical steps that 
was present in the development of large 
scale numerical weather prediction, 
namely, (a) observation of the weather 
dependent variables on a suitable network, 
(b) appropriate processing and initiali
zation of the data for numerical calcu
lation, and (c) application of numerical 
models to the Initialized data for genera
tion of the predicted fields. Hence, one 
might well conclude that the scientific 
basis of air pollution modeling, in the 
sense described above, is 1n an early 
stage of development. Faced with this 
situation, the practicing air pollution 
meteorologist, the planner, the regulatory 
agency protecting the nation's air quality 
must make evaluations, assessments, and 
decisions. One reasonable course of 
action is to use simplified models as 
judiciously as possible after calibration 
against real world data, or to supplement 
simple models with emerging, verified, 
more complete air quality simulation 
models. Examples of both ov these kinds 
of response to air quality questions can 
be found today on the U.S. air pollution 
scene. To those engaged In atmospheric 
modeling, the improvement of the scien
tific basis of air pollution forecasting 
and planning assessments constitutes a 
technical frontier. 

Air pollution officials may react to 
this situation 1n many ways. One possible 
response is that if ambient air quality 
standards are set sufficiently close to 
background, then one does not need to have 
elegant simulation models to calculate the 
degree of excess pollution 1n many cities. 
The excess Is measurable; 1t merely needs 
to be controlltd. 



Historically, the case of dramatic 
improvement in air quality in the city of 
London since the enactment of the Clean 
Air Act of 1956 illustrates the benefits 
of controlling particulates. Figure 1 
shows the parallel decline of smoke con
centration In the United Kingdom and the 
smoke emissions as a function of time.' 
It is reported that a smaller but signifi
cant decline in an average SO2 concentra
tion took place even though controls were 
only on smoke emissions. This observed 
decrease in SO2 surface concentration was 
attributed to nonlinear effects associated 
with the control of the particulates and 
their effect on the radiation balance. It 
should be noted that the Improvement in 
air quality In the U.K. in regard to 
particulates during the period of the early 
1950's through 1968 was achieved in spite 
of a 10% Increase In population and a 17* 
increase in gross energy consumption nation
wide.! This case study of air quality 
Improvement constitutes a clear case of 
benefits from controls during the period 
when planners and air pollution officials 
had little recourse to air pollution 
simulation models of the character that 
are becoming available today. Since one 
can point to a clear case in which control 
technology without recourse to sophisti
cated models was successful, it 1s most 
pertinent to discuss the role of atmospheric 
and pollution simulation models in th« 
1970's as an aid to those charged with 
environmental protection. 

Today, those charged with improving 
our environmental quality are not only 
looking at control technology, but also 
land use planning. Control technology 
appears promislrj 'ur the control of 
established so* a:>;,. whereas land use planning in par, 1 with emission zoning 
has potential for improving ambient air 
quality in suburban regions or growth 
regions of the country. These problems, 
however, are inherently different; urban 
problems are source dominated, whereas the 
ambient air quality problems of surburban 
and growing areas can well be dominated by 
importation. Hence, there 1s a need to 
develop a capability for predicting the 
maximum source emission in a given air 
basin, and its configuration, in order to 
achieve the Federal ambient air quality 
standards for both passive and reactive 
pollutants. Once having calculated the 
maximum emissions acceptable In an air 
basin and their configuration consistent 
with ambient air qualities standards, 

this can be used as a planning guide. One 
of the roles of air pollution simulation 
models would be to do precisely that. The 
second might well be to predict pollutant 
concentration frequency distributions that 
are associated with these maximum allowable 
source terms. These frequency distribu
tions should be compared to those charac
teristics of the surface contaminant fre
quency distributions represented in the 
ambient air quality standards. If one 
regards air quality simulation modeling 
as being in its early development phases, 
then certainly our understanding of 
factors that contribute to, and determine 
the frequency distribution of surface air 
contaminants is in its infancy. This is 
particularly true if one considers the 
complexities of space and time variable 
area sources and the time dependent 
photochemical reactions or chemical 
reactions for various pollutants. Some of 
the major contributions that atmospheric 
or air pollution modelers can accomplish 
in the coming years include the develop
ment of verified tools for air quality 
simulation and for developing our under
standing of the statistical aspects of 
air quality data of greater depth than 
exist today. With these tools we might 
then progress towards the objective of 
growth that would be consistent with 
acceptable level of ambient air quality. 

Certainly the current concerns about 
environmental protection go far beyond the 
local and regional scales just discussed. 
There are concerns regarding the impact of 
stratospheric aircraft operations on equi
librium distributions of pollutants on-a 
global scale and their feedback on radia
tion transfer and possible climatic change 
mechanisms. It has been deemed by many 
prudent to investigate these possible 
impacts in detail prior to the operation 
of large scale fleets of stratospheric 
aircraft.* It has recently been proposed' 
that the global background level of carbon 
dioxide be limited to 420 ppm. The idea 
here is to minimize the probablity, based 
on present evidence, that irreversible 
climatic change might be triggered by such 
levels existing for long lengths of time. 
However, to postulate such a'grand scale 
*Huch of the work being done for the D0T-
CIAP from the far wake to global scale 
hydrodynamics, dispersion and photochemis
try summarized In this report will have 
Important spin-off for EPA. 



of planning on our present state of knowl
edge of climatic simulation and climatic 
change would be probably unwarranted. 
Still others are concerned with the manner 
in which man's disposal of waste heat into 
the atmosphere and other man-made alter
ations of the terrestrial heat budget 
might impact on long term weather changes 
or climatic changes. These Issues and the 
scientific basis for evaluating and ad
dressing them H e in the province of the 
atmospheric scientists and modelers. 
Hence, in reviewing the capabilities of 
the National Laboratories, we shall expand 
our scale of interests of environmental 
concerns and attempt to Identify those 
problem areas in which atmospheric model
ing efforts can contribute. It 1s perhaps 
the role of this reviewer to present such 
a list of strategic areas of different 
scales that are now available for attack 
by the atmospheric modeler rather than to 
try to enumerate in a short space of time 
available the detailed activities of 
several laboratories. To this end the 
individual laboratory atmospheric science 
programs in regard to atmospheric modeling 
are summarized in the separate appendices 
at the conclusion of this report. 

STRATEGIC AREAS 
In the scope of this brief review of 

the activities of the AEC and NASA labora
tories it is not possible to describe each 
program in any detail. It is, however, 
feasible to summarize current strategic 
areas for research and application of 
atmospheric modeling in the context of 
identified environmental problem;, that is, 
those areas where priority needs and devel
oping capabilities intersect. Such a sum
mary is given below as a function of geo
metrical scale. 

Strategic Areas for Research 
and Application of 

Atmospheric Modeling 
for Current 

Environmental Concerns 
Scale Needed Research and Application 
Glrbal Simulation of general circu

lation and characteristics of 
past climatic ages. 
Study of natural mechanisms of 
climatic change or transitions 
from one climatic state to 
another. 

Scale Needed Research and Applicaton 
Study environmental impact of 
man's waste heat and altera
tion of surface boundary 
conditions on large-scale or 
secular climate. 
Verify climate change simu
lation models on short term 
periods of natural secular 
climatic changes for which 
observations now exist. 
Application of global pollu
tion distribution models to 
interpretation of monitoring 
data of radioactive materials, 
chemical, or conventional 
trace pollutants and analyze 
trends or secular changes. 

Continental Inter-regional transport of 
pollutants, both radioactive 
and conventional, including 
heavy metals, their dry or 
wet deposition, any chemical 
transformations while airborne 
or depositing on land or water. 

Regional 1. The development of techniques 
or that include air pollution 
Urban modeling for the purpose of 

land use plan assessment and/ 
or emission zoning for com
parison with AAQS. (Such 
techniques should utilize the 
fact that the AAQS represent 
frequency distribution char
acteristics of the surface 
air pollutant and that model's 
employed for this purpose 
should give, among other 
things, the pertinent frequen
cy distribution from past case 
studies. 

2. Related to the above but dis
tinct for it, the maximum 
source strength physically 
consistent with the AAQS 
should be estimated on a 
regional, urban, or control 
district basis, and be avail
able for planning purposes. 

3. Investigation of the urban 
heat budget and parallel 
numerical experiments on the 
hydrodynamics of the urban 
heat island should be under-



Scale Needed Research and Application 
taken on a long term research 
basis. (With the prospects 
for the RAPS data base mate
rializing, such research would 
be timely.) 

4. Fine scale- or mesoscale 
meteorological prediction 
models to be nested Inside 
of continental scale boundary 
layer models; such efforts 
would eventually yield predi
ctive products on a scale 
suitable for operational 
numerical air pollution 
prediction. 

The following discussion expands on some of 
the above strategic areas of research and 
application of atmospheric modeling. 

ROLES OF ATMOSPHERIC MODELING 
GLOBAL SCALE 

The findings of a recent conference on 
Climatic Change contained the following 
salient points: Evidence extracted from 
the glaciers, icecaps, and marine sediments 
indicates that the terrestrial warm period 
of the last several thousand years is in 
sharp contrast with the climates of the 
past million years. Further, climatically 
warm periods, like the present warm period, 
are shorliveJ, and the end of the present 
warm period 1s near. Global cooling of 
natural origin could exceed in magnitude 
changes experienced in historical times. 
Anthropogenic factors influencing climate 
change have been Interpreted to be smaller 
than natural changes, and were judged to be 
masked by natural changes, self-cancelling, 
or possibly supportive of natural changes. 
It is evident that the history of past 
climatic periods as recorded in the ice, 
the erosion, and the marine sediments 
should be deciphered to provide a data 
base for the deduction of the surface 
boundary conditions during past climatic 
ages. 

With the development of full three 
dimensional numerical simulation models of 
the atmosphere and simpler two dimensional 
climate simulation models over the past 
several years, one fruitful area of inves
tigation is in the numerical simulation of 
past climatic periods using the historical 
boundary condition data base. Character

istics of the general circulation during 
these climatic periods could be studied 
and compared; hence, the sensitivity of 
the general circulation to reasonable 
surface boundary conditions would be 
explored. For instance, mechanisms of 
transition from one climatic state to 
another studied following some of the 
concepts regarding a critical glacial 
coverage of the earth necessary for 
transition to another stable cold climatic 
state.3 

ThisMs but one illustration of the 
type of study needed in the area of numer
ical climatic simulation and studies of 
climatic change. Other topics include: 

(1) The impact of the waste heat 
sources associated with cities, altered 
albedo, or alterations in urban heat 
balance by aerosols on terrestrial climates 
of the future for various levels of growth. 

(2) The global effects of widespread 
volcanic dust or various anthropogenetic 
pollutants on climatic change mechanisms. 
Many of the atmospheric modeling efforts 
recently initiated at the Laboratories in 
support of the AEC mission or the DOT-CIAP 
(summarized in the appendicies) will yield 
experience and capabilities applicable to 
these problems. Numerical simulation models 
of physical systems require confirmation by 
comparison of the solutions with experimen
tal data; climatic change simulations are 
no exception. Hence, a comment about 
possibilities of verification of such cal
culations is pertinent. 

Descriptive and interpretative studies 
of the response of the general circulation 
to large scale anomalies of increased sea 
surface temperature in the Central Pacific 
have been explored by Bjerknes 09£6), 4 

during the winter of 1957-58. Following 
extended periods of weak easterly trade 
winds, the Central Pacific sea surface 
temperature is noted to increase due to a 
decrease in the supply of upwelling cold 
water. During the year 1957-1953 this 
mechanism is interpreted to havo resulted 
in an increase of 3 to 4 degrees C over a 
large area of the Central Pacific.* The 
atmosphere in response to increased upward 
transport of latent and sensible heat in 
this region probably experienced strength
ening of the meridional Hadley circulation 
and transport of westerly angular momentum 
from low latitudes to mid-latitudes, with 



an intensification of the mid-latitude jet 
stream. The mean sea level pressure maps 
for three successive winter seasons illus
trates the secular response of the atmos
phere described above as reflected in the 
mean surface maps, Fig. 2. The changes 
documented by Bjerknes in this study are 
marked and significant; this period 'f 
secular climatic change is a meaningful 
opportunity to test climatic simulation 
models against real data to ascertain if 
models produce solutions with characteris
tics similar to those observed. Such 
investigations for this period, and others 
to be identified, would be essential in 
the development and testing of climatic 
simulation models. 

Part of our environmental protection 
program being formulated and implemented 
today includes a global network of monito
ring stations. The data base developed 
from this new monitoring network will need 
interpretation and reduction to useful 
information. In this regard, the global 
models presently being developed for the 
Department of Transportation Climatic 
Impact Assessment Program (DOT-CIAP) for 
predicting the equilibrium distribution of 
pollutants resulting from SST emissions 
could be used to interpret background 
measurements of air pollutants on a global 
scale given appropriate source-sink infor
mation. Such models when fully tested on 
the natural ozone distribution, on strato
spheric releases of material by nuclear 
tests, and/or volcanic material should have 
a verified capability for making the contri
butions suggested, namely, providing an 
interpretive bridge between global 
monitoring information and useful planning 
information. Such a basis of understanding 
and availability of useful information on 
the global scale would permit one to moni
tor and to preserve the windows of existence 
for various pollutants for man, namely, 
that window between background and his 
tolerance. The numerical techniques 
developed for the interpretation of global 
monitoring data could well be adapted to 
the problem of estimating or predicting 
inter-basin transfers of pollutants on a 
continental scale wherein transfer coeffi
cients would be evaluated from boundary 
layer models. 
REGIONAL OR URBAN SCALE 

In order to discuss the use of numer
ical simulation models of regional air 
pollution in land ust plan assessment wt 

reference some recent results in the devel
opment and initial verification of an air 
pollution model for the San Francisco Bay 
Area.5,6 This model uses historical 
meteorological data to predict the mean 
and surface air concentration in each of 
the model cells including transport and 
diffusion by the ambient wind field 
between the irregular earth surface and 
the time and space variable marine inver
sion layer. The verification work was 
carried out on a 48-hour test period 
during July 1968. Figure 3 displays the 
observed.hourly average concentrations of 
CO and parts per/million during the case 
study, as well as the computed vertical 
average and computed surface hourly 
average CO concentration. There is very 
reasonable agreement between the observed 
and the computed surface concentrations. 
This information of calculated versus 
observed concentrations can also be dis
played as a log-normal frequency distri
bution plot, Fig. 4. The significant 
feature to be noted here is that the 
frequency distribution of the predicted 
hourly average concentrations on log? 
normal paper parallels the observed.5'7 

In addition, it is parallel to that 
obtained by Larson for the frequency dis
tribution of hourly averages of CO for a 
year. Frank Gifford, ARATDL-NOAA has 
recently noted that several of the 
numerical simulation models under develop
ment at this time render numerical solu
tions which are "noiser" than the observed 
distributions. A numerical solution that 
is contaminated with noise will, in general, 
not be able to predict the frequency distri
bution of the surface pollutant and, there
fore, will have severe limitations in 
regard to a comparison of predicted fre
quency distributions to ambient air qual
ity standards. Hence, one criteria for an 
acceptable model for numerical simulation 
of air pollution is whether the model is 
able to reproduce the frequency distribution 
characteristics of the pollutants involved 
and in the region of interest. Although 
the testing of the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory (LLL) air pollution model is 
limited today, it appears at least on the 
first test that this criteria has been met. 

Consider the future when a verified 
and acceptable numerical simulation model 
for air pollution exists. The question 
then is, How can such an acceptable 
numerical simulation model be employed in 
land use plan assessments? Given a region 
of Interest for planning purposes and a 



suite of pollutants of concern, one could 
examine, for instance, the frequency 
distribution of hourly average values of 
surface air concentrations and identify 
the portion of the distribution which is 
equal to or greater than the ambient air 
quality standard involved.' Conceptually, 
the days or episodes involved In that part 
of the distribution could be composited 
into mesoscale or regional weather types. 
The meteorological fields and air quality 
data from those days or episodes would 
constitute case studies for model calcu
lations. The solutions of such numerical 
modeling case studies would delineate a 
spatial distribution of the excess over 
ambient air quality standards in the region 
which might not necessarily be defined by 
the network of monitoring stations. From 
examining those excesses and their spatial 
distributions, one could determine the 
degree of control and a location of 
control necessary to remedy the excess. 
In principle, the same set of analytical 
steps could be applied to forecast 
emission zonlngs associated with either 
growth or alternative ;and use plans for 
the same set of identified days. Hence, 
in this matter one could evaluate the 
degree of control necessary for an existing 
situation in a region of interest to bring 
the air quality of that region into line 
with ambient air quality standards or else 
to assess the excess of ambient air 
quality standards in need of control that 
correspond to various land use plans. 

As Indicated in the summary table of 
strategic areas, an additional area of 
investigation would be the estimation of 
the maximum source term and its configura
tion associated with given air sheds for 
composite episodes or poor diffusion 
periods. Such estimates would be Impor
tant inputs to regional planning for 
limitation of new sources or for control 
of existing ones. As previously noted, 
such planning parameters in regard to 
maximum emissions of different pollutants 
in various air sheds would be calculated 
prior to the extensive development of those 
regions. Effects of importation from 
neighboring cities or other regions would 
need to be considered along with the non
linear effects of controls applied in source 
regions adjacent to the area of Interest. 

The urban heat island effect has been 
a subject of experimental Investigation 
for several years with the excess temper
ature in the city as compared to that in 

adjacent rural areas being documented in 
a number of locations. A heat island 
circulation superimposed on the ambient 
boundary layer flow has been postulated in 
which the heat island would physically 
lead to an enhanced low level flow into 
the city under light wind conditions and a 
corresponding outflow above the city. 
This presumably could lead to an increase 
in the height of the mixed layer over the 
city. The hydrodynamics of the urban heat 
island phenomenon is not well known today, 
but one can well postulate release situa
tions in Suburban or rural environments in 
which the heat island effect could be an 
important factor in the near term trans
port and diffusion of the released material. 
Basic research oriented towards public 
safety or reduction in hazard from any 
accidental massive release of toxic material 
should be concerned with better description 
and understanding of the transport and 
diffusion environment within or into the 
urban heat island. For this reason we have 
included urban heat island numerical simu
lation in the strategic areas for research 
an) application of atmospheric modeling. 

TRANSFER OF TECHNIQUES FROM RELATED FIELDS 
Atmospheric modelers must during the 

present period of rapid development be 
sensitive to new techniques in areas such 
as numerical analysis. Some recent work 
appears to be of great significance in 
regard to controlling or eliminating the 
phenomenon known as artificial viscosity 
and the manner in which it effects numer
ical solutions. The technique known as 
the "flux corrected transporf'-algorithmS 
represents a promising technique for 
eliminating artificial diffusion in 
finite difference operators of multi box 
models utilizing advective and diffusive 
fluxes. It is our intent that the "flux 
corrected transport method" be incorporat
ed into numerical models at the earliest 
possible time for testing and verification. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1 Smoke concentrations and 

emissions in the United Kingdom. 
, Average concentration; 
, emission.1 

Figure 2 Average distribution of the 
atmospheric pressure at sea level 
during the winter seasons, 
December to February inclusive, 
of 1955-56 and 1956-57, before 
the East Pacific equatorial 
warming, and 1957-58 at the peak 
of that warming.%* 

Figure 3 Carbon Monoxide concentrations at 
San Francisco on July 10-11, 1968. 5 

Figure 4 Carbon Monoxide Concentration 
versus Frequency, San Francisco. 5 

APPENDICIES 
SUMMARIES OF LABORATORY CAPABILITIES 
AND EXPERIENCE-ATMOSPHERIC MODELING? 

The following summaries of Laboratory 
Capabilities and experience have been 
prepared with the view that we are 
interested in developing and utilizing 
verified"numerical simulation models of 
environmental and atmospheric systems for 
purposes of expanding understanding of 
mechanisms and improving our capabilities 
of evaluation and assessment. Experimental 
capabilities that contribute to model 
verification and/or development are also 
included. 
AEC LABORATORIES 

Organization Appendix 
1. ARATDL-NOAA (Air Resources A 

Atmospheric Transport and 
Diffusion Laboratory) Oak 
Ridge, Tenn. 

2. ARL-NRDS (Air Resources B 
Laboratory, National Reactor 
Development Station) Dr. Jack 
Van der Hoven. 

3. ARL-Washington; Director: C 
Dr. Lester Machta 

4. ANL (Argonne National Laboratory) D 
5. BNL (Brookhaven National E 

Laboratory) 
6. HASL (Health and Safety F 

Laboratory-New York) 
7. LASL (Los Alamos Scientific G 

Laboratory) 
8. LLL (Lawrence Livermore H 

Laboratory) 
9. PNWL (Pacific Northwest I 

Laboratories) 
The atmospheric sciences research synoptic 
contained in thes* appendicies were, in 
part, based on presentations at the Divi
sion of Biological and Environmental 
Research October review, and on other 
materials supplied by Program Leaders. 



APPENDIX A 
ARATDL-NOAA, Dr. Frank Sifford, Director 

Mathematical models related to air 
pollution problems have been developed 
of the following kinds: 1) urban air 
pollution concentration models; 2) 
buoyant plume rise models; 3) boundary 
layer dynamical models. 
Urban Air Pollution Concentration 
(Air Quality) Model 

An attempt to model the area source 
component of air pollution has led to the 
development of a simple urban air pollution 
model.'» z» 3 This model is based on the 
principle that the spatial variation of 
area source strengths is slow compared to 
the cross-wind variation of the point-
source plume concentration pattern, and 
so this latter variation can be neglected. 
In addition it is shown that the principal 
contribution to urban area source concen
trations is from sources in the immediate 
vicinity of the receptor point. These 
facts result in a particularly simple 
model of urban air pollution concentrations 
which, however, consistently equals or 
out-performs for more complex models. Our 
model has been applied to estimating urban 
air pollution of nonreacting pollutants on 
true scales from 1 hour to the annual 
average, to estimating short-term seasonal 
and annual patterns of air pollution 
concentration in urban regions, and to 
time-varying problems such as the CO con
centration variation due to daily traffic 
fluctuations. Most recently Hanna* has 
made the simple model the basis for an 
analysis of the problem of photochemical 
smog, with good results. 
Buoyant Plume Rise 

A model of buoyant plume rise has 
been developed in a series of papers by 
Briggs.5-9 This model assumes continuity 
and attempts to evaluate the effect of 
entrainment into the plume of ambient air. 
Depending on the rate of rise of the plume 
through the atmosphere (i.e. on down-wind 
distance), the plume-rise is controlled 
successively by: 1) self-generated 
turbulence, near the source; 2) ambient 
atmospheric turbulence, farther downwind; 
and 3) passive diffusion at great distances. 
The resulting plume-rise equations describe 
the behavior of plumes from isolated, tall 
stacks successfully, over a very wide range 

of buoyancy values. Hanna, ' using 
Briggs' basic plume model, has incorporated 
the effect of moisture condensation, for 
application to cooling tower plume rise 
problems. Briggs 9 is considering various 
applications to plumes from small sources, 
such as foundry cupolas, chemical process 
vents, and so on, including plumes with 
negative buoyancy. 
Boundary Layer Dynamical Model 

In order to evaluate various problems 
related to the meteorological effects of 
heat dissipation, from the scale of cool
ing ponds up to the urban seals, a 
numerical-dynamical model of flow in the 
planetary boundary layer is being devel
oped. The goal is a fully three-dimension
al, time-varying model operating on a 
scale of about 100 by 100 km. This model 
will have much in common with several 
existing numerical models of the planetary 
boundary layer. In particular, turbulence 
will be fairly highly parameterized. It 
will, however, differ from these in that .. 
most numerical detail will be included in 
the lower layers, where the phenomena 
occur that we wish to investigate. A 
successful one-dimensional version has 
been discussed by Nappo. 1 2 
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APPENDIX B 
ARL-NRDS 

The work at this branch of ARL is 
primarily concerned with experimental 
meteorological aspects of reactor safety 
and siting. Examples of recent work 
includes: a) the observation of tetroon 
trajectories in the boundary layer of the 
Snake River Valley and description of the 
boundary layer kinematics in a region with 
complex terrain; b) execution of diffusion 
experiments and their interpretation in 
terms of the measured diffusion environment; 
c) experiments directed at investigating 
the diffusion of pollutants in very light 
wind conditions; and d) the diffusion of 
pollutants in building wakes. 

APPENDIX C 
ARL-Viashington 

The Air Resources Laboratory (Washing
ton) has a long history of contributions 
related to: a) the distribution of radio
active material in the atmosphere on local, 
region, and global scales; b) study of 
global scale transport and diffusion 
mechanisms from actual data regarding 
radioactive tracers, and c) the development 
of a global model for estimating the distri
bution of pollutants released in the 

atmosphere.1 Dr Machta has recently 
reported that ARL's future research 
interests include: a) regional and global 
scale tracer experiments; b) the investi
gation of air quality trends for the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of 
emission controls, and c) the evaluation 
and interpretation of data from global 
background monitoring staticr>s. 
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APPENDIX D 
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

The Argonne National Laboratory has in 
the past few years made significant contri
butions in experimental meteorology, 
atmospheric modeling, and the development 
of assessment techniques to land use plan
ning. In experimental meteorology efforts 
include: a) micrometeorological investi
gations over land and water, and in partic
ular a study of the heat budget of southern 
Lake Michigan; b) the development of micro-
meteorological instrumentation, and c) 
comparative measurements of wind, temper
ature, and relative humidity in rural and 
urban areas oriented at description of the 
urban heat island phenomena. In regard to 
modeling and as part of an interagency 
research effort, the Argonne group 
developed a simplified model for estimating 
S02 and particulate pollutants over the ' 
Chicago area with published examples of 
model performance. 
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APPENDIX E 
DROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY 

The Atmospheric Science Group at 
Brookhaven has been studying the transport 
and diffusion of pollutants from point and 
area sources for a number of years with 
many rontributions in this area. Their 
present plans include the development of a 
plume diffusion model including explicitly 
the effects of wind shear, space and time 
variable diffusion coefficients, and decay 
and removal mechanisms. Extensive experi
mental work has been performed to verify 
the present BNL plume model for estimating 
surface air concentrations at close-in 
distances. Future studies include the 
areas of chemical transformations, regional 
sulfur budgets including natural sources, 
nucleation properties of air contaminates 
in their various chemical and physical 
forms, and field studies of plume diffusion 
over water surfaces. 
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APPENDIX F 
HASL-HEALTH AND SAFETY LABORATORY 

The HASL has the mission of integrated 
data acquisition and reporting of data on 
atmospheric levels of radioactivity as 
obtained from various platforms of obser
vation including balloons, aircraft, and 
surface air monitoring stations. Reports 
are issued quarterly and data is made 
available to the scientific community in 
as timely a fashion as possible. The 
Laboratory Director has recently expressed 
an interest on the part of his organization 
to apply their capabilities to problems of 
global pollution including heavy metals 
and the potential use of freon as a global 
tracer. 

APPENDIX G 
LLL-LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY 

The LLL has engaged in the atmospheric 
modeling of various geometrical scales for 
over a decade; some of the basic modeling 

efforts are: 
1. ZAM: The Zonal Atmospheric Model 

(ZAM) is a two dimensional hydrodynamic 
model including the water and radiation 
budgets of the atmosphere that is designed 
for testing theories and mechanisms of 
climatic change over extensive periods of 
integration. 

2. 2BPUFF: The 2BPUFF model treats 
the long range transport, diffusion and 
deposition of small particulate and gaseous 
materials1 originating from volume source of 
known pollutant inventory including decay 
and dry and wet deposition removal mecha
nisms. The model has been extensively 
tested against AEC experimental data of 
various types. 

3. The LLL-air pollution model is a 
multi box model for calculating the time 
history of the vertical mean and surface 
air concentration of passive or photo
chemical pollutants in the San Francisco 
Bay Area taking into account transient 
(historical) meteorological conditions, 
complex terrain, and time and space 
variable configuration of the marine 
inversion surface. 

Some models under development or in 
testing include: 

1. A new Mass Consistent Wind Field 
model for purposes of initializing 
regional wind data, inversion topography 
data and imposing requirements of kinematic 
boundary conditions and three dimensional 
nondivergence to drive multi-box air 
pollution models for radioactive or con- • 
ventional pollutants. 

2. A three dimensional particle 
diffusion code to calculate the transport 
and diffusion of a puff in a transient 
atmospheric boundary layer. 

3. A global model for calculating the 
equilibrium distribution of pollutants 
evolving from the emissions of stratospheric 
aircraft including photochemistry and the 
horizontal eddy, vertical eddy diffusivities, 
and mean motion transports as evaluated 
from the observed characteristics of the 
general circulation of the atmosphere. 

4. Alteration of the multi box air 
pollution to treat radioactive pollutants 
on a regional basis and incorporating the 
flux corrected transport algorithm for 



minimizing artificial diffusion effects in 
the solution of difference equations. 

APPENDIX H 
LASL-LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 

Newly formed atmospheric sciences 
group at LASL has expressed interest in an 
integrated experimental-calculational 
approach to a number of atmospheric or 
environmental problems. Of immediate in
terest are studios of the mesoscale fields 
of motion and precipitation of the LASL 
site and their relationship to data regard' 
ing subsurface water transport of various 
materials. Other studies are focused on 
the atmospheric science aspects of the 
Four Corner Power Plant Complex. 

APPENDIX I 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORIES 

The PNL has been a major facility for 
AEC sponsored research work bearing on 
experimental diffusion meteorology, the 
structure of turbulence in the boundary 
layer, precipitation scavenging in regard 
to both its theoretical and experimental 
aspects, full scale in-cloud scavenging 
experiments using multiple tracers, 
determination of washout and rainout 
coefficients for particulate material and 
gaseous material in the atmosphere, and 
deposition.of fine particulate material. 
The following references summarize some 
of their recent contributions. 
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NASA LABORATORIES 
NASA Laboratories providing input to 

this summary are listed below. 
Organization Appendix 

1. NASA-ARC Ames Research J 
Center 

2. NASA-GISS Goddard Institute K 
of Space Sciences 

3. NASA • Langley Research L 
Center 

4. NASA Lewis Research M 
Center 

The author gratefully acknowledges the 
cooperation of Dr. Ilia Poppoff for 
arranging for the information from the 
NASA-Research Centers on atmospheric 
modeling and related topics. 

APPENDIX J 
NASA-ARC 

Current ARC research includes the 
following: a) the modeling of the 
vertical distribution of carbon compounds 
in the natural stratosphere and mesosphere, 
b) studies of jet engine emissions, c) 
the development of plans for high altitude 
jet aircraft emissions experiment, d) the 
development of an air pollution model for 
the immediate vicinity of an airport, and 
e) aircraft sampling, data acquisition and 
interpretation regarding photochemical 
smog for proposed NSF scope of work with 
LLL and the BAAPCD. 
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APPENDIX K 
NASA-GISS 

Research at the NASA-GISS is focused 
on stratospheric chemistry and global 



pollution. The objective of this program 
is to determine the global distribution of 
minor constituents of the troposphere and 
stratosphere, and the corresponding sur
face UV levels, produced by the addition 
of specific pollutants, including molecular 
species and aerosols. The approach to the 
problems is to develop a stratospheric-
tropospheric model with coupled photo
chemistry and dynamics, and to use this 
model to calculate the distribution of 
minor constituents and the transmission of 
UV through the atmosphere. It is proposed 
that a hierarchy of models be developed 
spanning the simplest (results in 1972) to 
the most complex - a three dimensional 
dynamic interaction model (results in 1976). 

APPENDIX L 
NASA-LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 

The Lewis Research Center activities 
emphasize research in aircraft engine 
emissions and pollution modeling. In-house 
and grant efforts include: a) the deter
mination of the thermo-transport properties 
of jet fuels for a range of temperatures, 
pressures, and fuel/air ratios, b) the 
development of computer programs of 
pollutant formation in combustors, and 
c) chemical kinetic modeling of the near-
field jet wake. 

APPENDIX M 
NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 

During FY-73 the NASA Langley Research 
Center is in i t ia t ing atmospheric modeling 
programs in the following areas: a) 
simulation of coupled atmospheric and 
oceanic hydrodynamics on a global scale 
including a radiation transport submodel, 
land hydrology, and simple atmospheric 
chemistry by 1974, b) develop dynamical-
thermodynamical models of the boundary 
layer with a pollutant dispersal submodel, 
c) severe storm simulation model, and d) 
a model of airport air pollution. 
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